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The Data Science & Engineering (DSE) Transcriptable Graduate Concentration is designed primarily for graduate students at the Ph.D. levels with an interest in data intensive computing. Data science plays a major role in many areas of computational science and engineering (CSE) — the DSE Concentration is open to domain scientists working in this area. This concentration requires students to complete 16 graduate credit hours spanning data science, from topics in mathematical foundations (MF), computational thinking (CT), statistical thinking (ST), as well as data management, description, and modeling (DX). Courses taken toward this concentration will count towards the student's graduate degree if permitted by the curriculum of their major, and the concentration will be listed on their transcript upon graduation.

To fulfill the requirements of the graduate concentration, students will take courses selected from an established list of core courses, along with courses from a selection of elective courses that span a range of domain areas. Students may select any course in the list of electives, regardless of their enrolled degree program.

Additionally, understanding the ethical and societal implications of the application of data science is paramount, and CSE will integrate the latest topics to help educate future data scientists on appropriately developing and applying data science algorithms that impact society. To ensure that students in the Data Science & Engineering Graduate Concentration are exposed to current topics in this area and to highlight the how data science decisions can have real-world significance, CSE will (1) require that all DSE-seeking students attend at least one seminar on data science and social justice and (2) complete the self-paced Practical Data Ethics course developed by the UCSF Center for Applied Data Ethics. Students must affirm that they completed the course and will be required to report on their experience in order to receive the DSE Concentration. CSE will annually evaluate this requirement as additional on- and off-campus resources become available.

This graduate concentration is only available for students enrolled in these participating graduate degree programs:

  Aerospace Engineering, PhD (http://catalog.illinois.edu/graduate/engineering/aerospace-engineering-phd/)
  Agricultural & Biological Engineering, PhD (http://catalog.illinois.edu/graduate/engineering/agricultural-biological-engineering-phd/)
  Bioengineering, PhD (http://catalog.illinois.edu/graduate/engineering/bioengineering-phd/)
  Civil Engineering, PhD (http://catalog.illinois.edu/graduate/engineering/civil-engineering-phd/)
  Computer Science, PhD (http://catalog.illinois.edu/graduate/engineering/computer-science-phd/)
  Electrical & Computer Engineering, PhD (http://catalog.illinois.edu/graduate/engineering/electrical-computer-engineering-phd/)
  Industrial Engineering, PhD (http://catalog.illinois.edu/graduate/engineering/industrial-engineering-phd/)
  Materials Science & Engineering, PhD (http://catalog.illinois.edu/graduate/engineering/materials-science-engineering-phd/)
  Mechanical Engineering, PhD (http://catalog.illinois.edu/graduate/engineering/mechanical-engineering-phd/)
  Nuclear, Plasma, & Radiological Engineering, PhD (http://catalog.illinois.edu/graduate/engineering/nuclear-plasma-radiological-engineering-phd/)
  Physics, PhD (http://catalog.illinois.edu/graduate/engineering/physics-phd/)
  Statistics, PhD (http://catalog.illinois.edu/graduate/las/statistics-phd/)

Admission

For more information regarding the Data Science & Engineering (DSE) Graduate Concentration, visit the Computational Science and Engineering website (http://cse.illinois.edu/), or contact the CSE Office at 217-333-3247 or cse@cse.illinois.edu.
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